
400 years ago. The first porcelain in Japan was made in 

Arita-cho, Saga prefecture. The porcelain was named 

“Arita-yaki”. In the late seventeenth century, Arita ware was 

exported to Europe, and its high technical strength and 

beauty were appreciated. All the work has been divided. 

Production of porcelain, first molding the clay, and give it a 

color. At last in a high temperature kiln, these are baked. This 

style did not change for 400 years. We used the 

state-of-the-art 8K camera and put the Arita ware in a movie. 

Arita ware's history, craftsmen's technique, and traditional 

beauty. Please enjoy the super high-definition video.

8K The history of ARITA ware

Fukuoka Broadcasting System corporation

2017

1 episode × 15min

8K/4K

Cryptic graffiti, borrowed from a missing person poster, begin to appear all over town. A 

mysterious group of high school girls begins attacking men at random. After the 

disappearance of Haruko, these two series of incidents overlap. Why has Haruko 

disappeared?

Alongside a national highway in a typical declining suburban city, with a large shopping mall, 

clothing shops, CD rental joints, used car dealerships, and chain restaurants. One day, Haruko 

Azumi (28), a single working girl, suddenly disappears. Soon after, cryptic graffiti, borrowed 

from her missing person poster, strangely begin to appear all over town. Also, a mysterious 

group of high school girls begins attacking men at random. After the disappearance of 

Haruko, these two series of incidents overlap. Is this Haruko’s plot?

Japanese girls never die

2016

1 episode × 100min

Vista

Goomies is easily accessible content for learning English at home.

Goomies features an educational animation series, "MOO & Tino", healthily 

humored with charming caracters, and specially designed as a parenting tool 

for preschool kids to be educated while also being entertained.

Goomies also features a musical series with popular nursery rhymes sung by 

native Englisha speakers, and illustrations and music developed in art-rich 

France, each song features unique visuals and characters that are sure to kiip 

children entertained, and are finished at a quality where both children and 

parentss can enjoy them together.

Goomies

2017

30 episodes × 3min

HD
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